Fairy Tales

Authors
Seanan McGuire
SF MCGUIRE * # +

Anna-Marie McLemore
Y FIC MCLEMORE +

Meagan Spooner
Y FIC SPOONER #

Series
The Hazel Wood Series by Melissa Albert
Y FIC ALBERT * +

Fantasy

Series
Shadow of the Fox Series by Julie Kagawa
Y FIC KAGAWA *

The Belles Series by Dhonielle Clayton
Y FIC CLAYTON * # +

We Set the Dark on Fire Series by Tehlor Kay Meijia
Y FIC MEJIA * +

Witch Hat Atelier Series by Kamome Shiraham
Y GRAPHIC FIC WITCH

Individual Titles
The Candle and the Flame by Nafiza Aza
Y FIC AZAD *

House of Salt and Sorrows by Erin A. Craig
Y FIC CRAIG *

The Beast Player by Nahoko Uehashi
Y UEHASHI *

Series
Code Name Verity Series by Elizabeth Wein
Y FIC WEIN *

Horror/Thriller

Author
Emily Lloyd-Jones
Y FIC LLOYDJONES +

Martin Stewart
Y FIC STEWART +

Individual Titles
The Swallows by Lisa Lutz
Y FIC LUTZ *

Blood Countess by Lana Popović
Y FIC POPOVIC # +

Mystery

Authors
Tiffany D. Jackson
Y FIC JACKSON * # +

Karen M. McManus
Y FIC MCMANUS * +

Nonfiction

Individual Titles
Amazons, Abolitionists, and Activists: A Graphic History of Women’s Fight for Their Rights by Mikki Kendall
GRAPHIC 305.420 KEND

Stolen Justice: the Struggle for African-American Voting Rights by Lawrence Goldstone Y 324.62 GOLD #

Flowers in the Gutter: the True Story of the Edelweiss Pirates, Teenagers who Resisted the Nazis by K. R. Gaddy
Y 940.534 GADD

Dissenter on the Bench: Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s Life and Work by Victoria Ortiz
Y B GINSBERG * #

A Light in the Darkness: Janusz Korczak, His Orphans, and the Holocaust by Albert Marrin
Y B KORCZAK

Almost American Girl: an Illustrated Memoir by Robin Ha
Y GRAPHIC B HA * +
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Realistic Fiction

Authors
Kelly Loy Gilbert
Y FIC GILBERT #

Elizabeth Acevedo
Y FIC ACEVEDO * # +

A. S. King
Y FIC KING * +

Randy Ribay
Y FIC RIBAY * +

Ibi Zoboi
Y FIC ZOBOI * # +

Series
The Avant-Guards Series by Carly Usdin
Y GRAPHIC FIC AVANTGUARDS #

Banned Book Club Series by Hyun Sook Kim
On order

Fence Series by C. S. Pacat
GRAPHIC FIC FENCE

Individual Titles
Field Guide to the North American Teenager by Ben Philippe
Y FIC PHILIPPE * # +

Laura Dean Keeps Breaking Up with Me by Mariko Tamaki
Y GRAPHIC FIC TAMAKI *

Kiss Number 8 by Colleen A. F. Venable
Y FIC VENABLE - GRAPHIC FORMAT *

Romance

Authors
Katharine McGee
Y FIC MCGEE * #

Sandhya Menon
Y FIC MENON * # +

Hannah Moskowitz
Y FIC MOSKOWITZ * # +

Individual Titles
Red White & Royal Blue by Casey McQuiston
FIC MCQUISTON *

The Stars and the Blackness Between Them by Junauda Petrus
Y FIC PETRUS *

The Gravity of Us by Phil Stamper
Y FIC STAMPER * +

Frankly in Love by David Yoon
Y FIC YOON * +

Science Fiction

Authors
Amie Kaufman & Jay Kristoff
Y FIC KAUFMAN * +

Series
Arc of a Scythe Series by Neal Shusterman
Y FIC SHUS * +

Cosmoknights Series by Hannah Templer
GRAPHIC FIC COSMOKNIGHTS #

Last Reality Series by Jason Segel
Y FIC SEGEL *

Individual Titles
Do You Dream of Terra-Two? by Temi Oh
SF OH *

* available as an FCPL ebook
# available through FCPL on Hoopla
+ available through FCPS on Axis 360